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Contemporary Clinical PsychologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Are You Fascinated by Human Behavior and Relationships? Do you want to find out about the tremendous potential in clinical psychology to help individuals, groups,and society? This text provides you with an overview of this challenging field from an integrative biopsychosocial perspective. You’ll learn about the various activities, roles, and...
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Beginning DotNetNuke 4.0 Website Creation in VB 2005 with Visual Web Developer 2005 Express: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2006
DotNetNuke is a programming framework that helps you create and deploy web projects in ASP.NET 2.0. Its ease of use means that even nonprogrammers can take advantage of the new ASP.NET 2.0 features when building a web site. It integrates with many of Microsofts other free products like SQL Server 2005 Express, which makes it a powerful and...
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Doing Both: How Cisco Captures Today's Profit and Drives Tomorrow's GrowthFT Press, 2010

	Over the past seven years, in a highly unstable global economy, Cisco doubled revenue, tripled profits, and quadrupled earnings per share. How? By Doing Both. When companies face key strategic decisions, they often take one path and abandon the other. They focus on innovation...
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Upgrading and Fixing Computers Do-it-Yourself For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	You’re no dummy; we both know that. But something about computers often makes you feel like a dummy. And that’s perfectly understandable. Unlike today’s kids, you probably didn’t grow up with a computer in your kindergarten class, car, or in your back pocket. With this book, you’ll no longer feel uncomfortable...
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Beginning SQL Server 2012 Administration (Beginning Apress)Apress, 2012


	The SQL Server product has been around since the late 1980s. Back then, Microsoft worked together with Sybase to create a database on the OS/2 platform. Shortly after this effort was completed, Microsoft realized it wanted to tightly couple SQL Server with Windows. By 1993, Microsoft had released Windows NT 3.1, and with it came the option of...
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Quantitative Finance for Physicists : An Introduction (Advanced Finance Series)Academic Press, 2004
With more and more physicists and physics students exploring the possibility of utilizing their advanced math skills for a career in the finance industry, this much-needed book quickly introduces them to fundamental and advanced finance principles and methods. 

Quantitative Finance for Physicists provides a short, straightforward...
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MySQL in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2008
When you need to find the right SQL keyword or MySQL client command-line option right away, turn to this convenient reference, known for the same speed and flexibility as the system it covers so thoroughly. MySQL is packed with so many capabilities that the odds of remembering a particular function or statement at the right moment are pretty slim....
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SAS 9.2 Companion for UNIX EnvironmentsSAS Institute, 2009
The UNIX Companion contains conceptual information about executing Base SAS in the UNIX operating environment. It contains descriptions of SAS language elements that have behavior specific to UNIX.

SAS 9.2 in UNIX environments has the following new and enhanced features:

	 direct file I/O options

...
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Mastering the Nikon D600Rocky Nook, 2013

	
		Mastering the Nikon D600 by Darrell Young provides a wealth of experience-based information and insights for owners of the new D600 camera. Darrell is determined to help the user navigate past the confusion that often comes with complex and powerful professional camera equipment.

		

		This book explores the...
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Killer Photos with Your iPhoneCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	Killer Photos with Your iPhone shows students how to take fantastic pictures using the camera built right into their iPhone. Because of its portability and unique capabilities, the iPhone camera is now one of the most popular digital cameras on the market, and this book shows you how to do everything from taking simple pictures to using apps...
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Corporate Finance Demystified 2/EMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	The simple way to master corporate finance


	The math, the formulas, the problem solving . . . does corporate finance make your head spin? You're not alone. It's one of the toughest subjects for business studentsâ€•which is why Corporate Finance DeMYSTiFieD is written in a way that makes learning it easier than...
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Mathematics of the Securities IndustryMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Includes every calculation needed for the Series 7 test!

The Essential How-To Guide for Calculating P/Es, YTMs, and Other Important Wall Street Numbers

For both professional stockbrokers and self-directed individual investors, the ability to understand and use ratios, calculations, and formulas...
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